Let B be a 2-parameter Brownian motion on R: . Consider the non-Markovian stochastic differential equation in the plane dX(z) = a(z, X) dB(z) + j(z, X)dz for ZER:, i.e., X,,-X0., -x,, o + X0, o = jR,4L Xl dB, + SRI B(L W 4 for z E R:, where R, = [O, s] x [0, f] for z = (s, 1) E R: It is shown in this paper that a unique strong solution to the stochastic differential equation exists if and only if (I) for every probability measure p on the space I?W of continuous real-valued functions on aR: there exists a solution (X, B) of the stochastic differential equation on some filtered probability space with p as the probability distribution of ax, and (II) the pathwise uniqueness of solutions of the stochastic differential equation holds.
INTRODUCTION
The object of our study is a stochastic differential equation of non-Markovian type in the plane dXz = a(z, X) dB, + j?(z, X) dz, (1.0) DEFINITION 1.1. By a solution of (1 .l ) we mean a pair of 2-parameter stochastic processes (A', B) on some filtered probability space (52,& P, 5,) satisfying the following conditions:
(1) B is an { g,}-Brownian motion with 8B = 0, (2) X is an {%,)-adapted process whose sample functions are all continuous on R: , where @ and !P are defined by @(z, 0) = 45 w-9 w)) for (z,o)~R: xs2 (1.4) and wz, w) = 8(z, a.9 0)) for (z,w)~R!+ xSZ, (1.5) (4) with probability 1, (1.1) holds for all ZE R:. DEFINITION 1.2. We say that the solution of (1.1) is unique in the sense of probability distribution if the following condition (U.l) is satisfied:
(U.l) Whenever (A', B) and (A", B') are two solutions of (1.1) on two possibly different filtered probability spaces and dX and &Y' have the same probability distribution on (a IV, !B(a IV)), then X and X' have the same probability distribution on (W, b(W)).
Consider the following condition:
(U.2) Whenever (X, B) and (X', B') are two solutions of (1.1) on two possibly different filtered probability spaces and &k'= x and 8X' =x also for some x E 8 W, then X and A" have the same probability distribution on (WY WV).
Since the condition 8X=x is equivalent to the condition that the probability distribution of aA' on (a W, 23(8 W)) is the unit mass at x E 8 W, (U.2) is implied by (U.l). In Theorem 2.3 we show that actually (U.l) and (U.2) are equivalent. That the uniqueness in probability distribution of solutions to a l-parameter stochastic differential equation under deter-683/28/1-l I NUALART AND YEH ministic initial condition is equivalent to uniqueness in probability distribution of solutions under stochastic initial condition is mentioned in N. Ikeda and S. Watanabe [2] (see Remark 1.2 on p. 148) . The proof of Theorem 2.3 is based on Theorem 2.2, which shows that if (X, B) is a solution of (1.1) on a filtered probability space (Sz, 5, P; 5,) with the probability distribution of 8-X denoted by p and if Psx, x E 8 W, is a regular conditional probability of P given ax= x then (X, B) is a solution of (1.1) with aA'= x on the filtered probability space (Q 5, P&; 3;) for p a.e. x in ~3 W. Theorem 2.2 will be used also in reducing the construction of a strong solution to (1.1) under stochastic boundary condition to that under deterministic boundary condition. DEFINITION 1.3. Let 2J( W) be the completion of '13(W) with respect to m,. For every z E R: we write d,(W) for the a-field generated by d,(W) and the collection of all the null sets in ( 
there exists a null set N, in (8 W, 23(dW) , p) such that F[x, w] = F, [x, w] for a.e. w in ( W, 23(W) , mw) when x E I$. DEFINITION 1.5. Let (X, B) be a solution of the stochastic differential equation ( 1.1) on a filtered probability space (Q, ?j, P; 5,) and let ,u be the probability distribution of 8X. We call (X, B) a strong solution of (1.1) if there exists a transformation Fv of ~7 W x W into W satisfying (1) and (2) of Definition 1.4 such that X= F,[cX,B] a.s. on (G, 5, P; 5,) . DEFINITION 1.6. We say that (1.1) has a unique strong solution if there exists FE S(a W x W) such that (1) if (Q,ikP;iY,) IS a filtered probability space on which an (S,}-Brownian motion B with aB= 0 exists, then for every continuous { ?j,)-adapted boundary process Z on (Q, 3, P; 5,) whose probability distribution is denoted by p, (X, B) with X= F,[Z, B] is a solution of (1.1) with KY= Z on (Q, 5, P; g,),
(2) if (X, E) is a solution of (1.1) on a filtered probability space (a, 3, P; 5;) and the probability distribution of &Y is denoted by ,u, then X=F,[aX, II] a.s. on (Q, 5, P; 5,). DEFINITION 1.7. We say that the pathwise uniqueness of solutions to (1.1) holds if whenever (A', B) and (X', B) with the same B are two solutions of (1.1) on the same filtered probability space and 8X= 8X', then X=x'.
Under the assumption of a Lipschitz condition and an order of growth condition on the coefficients c1 and /? in (1.1 ) , one of the present authors showed the existence of a strong solution satisfying slightly different measurability conditions from those in Definition 1.4 (see Definition 3.6 and Theorem 3.12 of 1191) . It was also shown that the Lipschitz condition implies the pathwise uniqueness of solutions. In Theorem 3.5 we show that a unique strong solution of (1.1) exists if and only if (I) for every probability measure p on (aFV, g(a W)) a solution (X, B) of (1.1 ), in which p is the probability distribution of 8X, exists and (II) the pathwise uniqueness of solutions of (1.1) holds.
In Theorem in [12] , we showed that if the pathwise uniqueness of solutions to the stochastic differential equation ( In Section 3 we show that our F is in fact a unique strong solution of (1.1) as defined by Definition 1.6.
Proof for the joint measurability of the strong solution seems to be missing in [2, S] . We have an explicit proof of this joint measurability in the two-parameter case in Section 3. Our existence and uniqueness theorem will be applied in a subsequent paper. For properties of stochastic integrals in the plane, we refer to [l, 71. Existence and uniqueness of solutions to stochastic differential equations in the plane have been treated in [6, 9, 10, 11) . For related questions in one-parameter case, see [2, 3, 51. 2. THE EQUIVALENCE OF (U.l) AND (U.2)
We shall relate the condition (U.l) to the condition (U.2) through a regular conditional probability given X=x for XE 8 W. For this to be possible we construct a solution (X, B) of (1.1) on a probability space ( W x W, 23( W x W), P) which has the same probability distribution as a given solution (2, B) of (1.1). Since 23( W x W) is the a-field of Bore1 sets in the complete separable metric space W x W, a regular conditional probability of P given 8X= x exists. See [4] for regular conditional probability. Now let (2, 8) be a solution of (1.1) on a filtered probability space (8, 8, P; $j,) . For i = 0 and 1 let Wi be copies of W and consider B( ., ~5) and J?( ., &) for Cc, E fi as mappings of fi into W,, and W,, respectively. The probability distribution of B on (W,,, g( W,)) is then the Wiener measure m,. Let P be the probability distribution of (2, B) on (W, x W,, d( W, x W,)), i.e., A filtered probability space (52, 5, P; 5,) is obtained if we set a= w,x w, (2-l) 5=ww,
x Wo) (=WW,)6WWo)) (2.2) 89 = fBz( WI x Wo) (=~z(w,)o~z(wo)) (2.3) i-J$=a(g?u%) (2.4) 5z= n ss*+E,t+E for z = (s, t) E R: , (2.5) &>O where !B=( W, x W,) is the a-field of subsets of W, x W, generated by the cylinder sets of the type { ( wl, wo) E W, x W, ; Wi(ci) o Ei for i = 0, 1 } with ci < z and Ei E 23( Wi) and 8 is the collection of the null sets in (In, 8, P). LEMMA 2.1. Let (2,s) be a solution of (1.1) on a filtered probability space (6, $, P; $,) and let (Sz, 5, P; 5;) be the filtered probability space defined on the function space W, x W, by (2.Oj42.5). Define a pair of 2-parameter stochastic processes B and X on (0, 5, P; 3;) by setting B(z, 0) = we(z) for w=(w,, w,)~s2 and ZER:.
Then B is an { 5, )-Brownian motion with 3B = 0 and (X, B) is a solution of ( 1.1) on (Q, 5, P; 5,) in which X has the same probability distribution as 2
Proof:
Clearly B is an { s,}-adapted stochastic process with continuous sample functions with aB = 0 on the filtered probability space (Q, 5, P, 3,). To show that B is an (g,)-Brownian motion it remains to verify that for z, z' E R: , z<z', and UER, EpCexp{iuB((z, z'l)>l 3: v ST1 =ev (2.8) that is,
A
Now since B and 2 are {$=)-adapted we have (2, &'(gt) c 6,. From this it follows that Therefore by the image probability law and by the fact that fi is an :z;}-Brownian motion on (fi, 8, P; s,), we have for every A 
This equality then holds for every A E iJ,*p ' v g:3 2 also. Thus
Let z, = (S + l/n, t + l/n) for z = (s, t), where n is so large that z, < z'. Then EpCew{W(z,, z'l>I IS: v i3tl = E,CE,Cev{iuB((z,, z'l)> IS,j*' v S,lv211 8f v SII = exp i -t$mL((zn, z'l) > by (2.10). Letting n + co we have (2.8) , completing the proof that B is an (S,}-Brownian motion on (Q, 5, P; 5,). By (2.6) and (2.7), the probability distribution of (X, B) on ( W, x IV,, 23( W, x W,)) is equal to P, i.e., the probability distribution of (2, &. Therefore X has the same probability distribution as J? and furthermore it can be shown that (X, B) is a solution of (1.1) on (52, 3, P; 3,). 1
Let (X, B) be the solution of (1.1) defined by (2.6) and (2.7) on the filtered probability space (Q, 3, P; 3,) constructed on the function space 52 = W, x W, by (2.0)-(2.5). Let p be the probability distribution on (8 W, B(8 W)) of the mapping 8X of Q into a W defined by aw,4=~,1,,:
for w= (w,, w,)EQ.
Since Q = W, x W,, is a complete separable metric space and 5 = !B( W, x W,) is the o-field of the Bore1 sets in Q and since 8X is g/23(8 W) measurable, there exists a unique regular conditional probability of P given aA'= x for x E 8 W, i.e., there exists a real-valued function
for every x E i3 W, P& is a probability measure on (Q, g), (P.2) for every A Since s(lJW) is countably determined (i.e., there exists a countable subset of %(aW) such that whenever two probability measures on s(i3W) agree on the subset then they agree on the entire B(dW)), and since (x} E %(8W) for every x E 8 W, our regular condition probability P& has the additional property (P.5) there exists a null set N in (aW, %3(aW) , p) such that p;,{wd2;ax(.,w)=x)=i for x E NC.
For each x E 8 W, let 5RL, be the collection of the null sets in (Sz, 5, P&.) and let 52= n 5~;",.~+~ for z=(s, t)eR:.
(2.12) &SO Then (52, 5, P&s:) is a filtered probability space. As we shall show in Theorem 2.2, the (ijJBrownian motion B on (Q,g, P; 5,) defined by (2.6) is also an { g:}-Brownian motion on (52, 5, P&g;) for a.e. x in (a W, %(a WI, P). We write (p;,) jR, di, Xl dB, and (pt) jRz B(5, X) 4 for the stochastic integrals of a and fi on (a, 5, P;,; 5;) if they exist. The stochastic integrals jR, ~(5, X) dB, and JR, j?(c, X) dc on (a, 5, P; 5;) will be at times written as (P) jRZ~(!(r, X) dB, and (P)jRz j?(c, X) d[. (2.15 ) for x E N' in the same way (2.8) followed from (2.9) . This completes (1).
(2) The continuous stochastic process X on (0, 3, P) defined by (2.7) is { Gt}-adapted and is thus an { g;}-adapted process on (a, 5, P&x; 5;) for every x E C? W. To show that for a.e. x in (a W, %(a W), p) the stochastic integrals (P&) JR, cc(C, X) dB, and (P&x) JR, p([, X) dc for z E R: exist on (Sz, 5, P;,; 5:) it remains to verify the integrability conditions (1.2) and (1.3) with respect to the probability measure P& for a.e. x for the stochastic processes @ and Y defined by (1.4) R: (2.20) To show that (X, B) is a solution of ( Let (fi, hi) be a solution of ( 1.1) on a filtered probability space (di, gi, pi; gi .) for i = 1 and 2 and assume that 82, and a22 have the same probability distribution p on (a W, 'B(8W)). Let vi be the probability distribution of fi on ( W, 23(W)) for i= 1 and 2. We proceed to show that under the assumption of (U.2) we have vr = v2.
By Lemma 2.1 there exists a solution (Xi, BJ of (1.1) on the filtered probability space (Sz, 5, Pi; 5, .) constructed on the function space 0 = W, x W, by (2.Ok(2.5) such that Xi has the same probability distribution on ( W, 23(W)) as Ti for i= 1 and 2. Then a<, and a:2 have the same probability distribution p on (c?W, !B(aW)) as 8X, and 8X,.
According to Theorem 2.2 for a.e. x in (8W, 23(aW), p), (Xi, Bi) is a solution of (1.1) on the filtered probability space (52, 5, P;,,; g;,) and for i= 1 and 2. Thus, for a.e. x in (aW, 2!J(8W), p) let v; be the probability distribution on (W, 23(W)) of Xi in the solution (Xi, Bi) of (1.1) with axi = x on (Q, 3, P;,,; g;,). Then by (U.2) there exists a null set N in (8 W, s(a W), p) such that v; and v'; exist and v; = v; for x E N'.
(
2.24)
Since v: is the probability distribution on (W, !B( W)) of the stochastic process Xi on (Q, 3, P;,J we have Yv)=P;,x,(~,? (4) for AE%(W),i=l and2, whenxEW.
(2.25) By (P.3) and (2.25) we have for A E d( W) and i = 1 and 2 that so that by (2.24) This proves the equality of vi and vz on ( W, d(W)). 1 COROLLARY 2.4. The pathwise uniqueness of the solution of the stochastic differential equation (1.1) implies its uniqueness in the sense of probability distribution.
Proof: In view of the equivalence of the two conditions (U.1) and (U.2) by Theorem 2.3, it suffices to show that the pathwise uniqueness condition implies (U.2).
For fixed x E a W, if (gi, BJ is a solution of (1.1) under the boundary condition 82,=x on a filtered probability space (ai, gi, Pi; 8,:) for i= 1 and 2, then by (F.3) fi = F [x, Bi] for i= 1 and 2 so that (R,, b,) and (R2, &) have the same probability distribution P on ( W, x W,, '13( W, x W,,) ). If we let (Xi, Bi) be the representation of ($i, Bi) on the filtered probability space (f2, '& P; 5,) as defined by (2.0)-(2.5) for i = 1 and 2, then B, = Bz and ax, = x = ax, so that by the pathwise uniqueness we have Xi = X1. In particular X1 and X, have the same probability distribution and consequently so do 8, and fz. From the arbitrariness of x E 8 W, the condition (U.2) is now satisfied. 1
EXISTENCE AND UNIQIJENESSOFA STRONG SOLUTION
Suppose the stochastic differential equation (1.1) has a solution (2, b) on a filtered probability space (a, g, P; $j,) and let ,u be the probability distribution of 82. According to Lemma 2.1, (X, B) defined by (2.6) and (2.7) is a solution of (1.1) on the filtered probability space (a, 3, P; 3,) defined on D = W, x W, by (2.0~ (2.5) . Since X has the same probability distribution on 2, the probability distribution of 8X is given by p Consider the mapping (ax, X, B) (3.3) satisfying the following conditions:
(R.1) for every woe W,, (P&)"" is a probability measure on (WI, WW,)), (R.2) for every A, E d( W,), (P&)(*)(,4,) is b( W,)/d(R) measurable, (R.3) for every Alc2J(W1) and Ao~!13(Wo), (P&)(A I x Ao) = JAo (P~xx)wY~ I) mw(dwo).
Our Q., . and (P$?)(. ) are related by the following lemma. In each of the four lemmas below we assume as above, without repeating the statement each time, that (1.1) has a solution (X,4) on some filtered probability space (4, 8, P; 8,) with the probability distribution of 8X denoted by p. The notations (Sz, 3, P; g,), X, B, Q, Q', ., Pa? , and (P$#" denote the same as defined above. Thus it remains only to show that for every A, E d( W,) we have = I 1 Al x w,h wo) p&Mw,, wo)).
W1xA3
But according to (3) and (4) Next, note that an arbitrary version of is also a version of the conditional expectation (3.7) . Now since a regular conditional probability is a version of the conditional expectation, (P&)"" (A,) for WOE IV, is a version of the conditional expectation (3.8) . But according to Lemma 3.1 tP~x)wat~,)=Q~*W"t~,) for a.e. w. in (TV,, %( IV,), mw).
Therefore the characteristic function in (3.6) and QX* "O(A,) for woe We are two versions of the conditional expectation (3.7) so that there exists a null set M(x) in (IV,, d( W,) , mw) such that Q-'. "' (A,) = l,,, .I-qA,jtwo) for w0 E M(X)'. Proof: Since W, is a separable metric space, for every positive integer n there exist countably many closed balls &, i = 1,2, . . . . each with diameter n -l, such that W, = UE, &.
Let us show that for an arbitrary probability measure v on ( W,, b( W,)) we have v is a unit mass o v(b,, i) = 0 or 1 for every n and i. (3.10) Now if v is a unit mass, clearly v(B,, i) = 0 or 1 for every n and i. Assume conversely that v(B, i) = 0 or 1 for every n and i. For fixed n, no two closed balls B,, i with v measure 1 can be disjoint for otherwise we would have v( W,) 2 2. Let K, be the closed set which is the intersection of those closed balls in the collection {&, i= 1,2, . ..> with v measure 1. Then v(K,) = 1 and the diameter 6(K,,) <n-l. For the sequence of closed sets K,,, n = 1, 2, . . . . we have K,, n K,,, # 0 by the same reason as above. Then c,, n = 1, 2, . ..) where C, = (7; = 1 K,,, is a decreasing sequence of closed sets with v( C,) = 1 and S( C,) < n -' for every n. Since W, is a complete metric space and 6(C,) 10 as n + co there exists w, E W, such that n:==, C,= (~~1. Then v((w,))=limn,, v(C,)= 1. This proves (3.10). By (3.10) we have A"={(x,w,) 3.5. The stochastic differential equation (1.1) has a unique strong solution zf and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(I) for every probability measure p on (a W, 'B(8 W)), a solution (2, b) of (1.1) with p as the probability distribution of 82 exists on some filtered probability space (fi, $j, P; g,),
(II) the pathwise uniqueness of solutions of (1.1) holds.
Proof: Necessity. Suppose a unique strong solution F of (1.1) exists. Consider the filtered probability space (6, 8, P; g,) , where (6, 8, P) = (W, b(W), mw) and 8, is defined in the usual way (see (2.4) and (2.5)). Define an { j,}-Brownian motion 8 with afi = 0 on this filtered probability space by setting &z, w) = w(z) for (z, w)ER~+ x W. For an arbitrary probability measure p on (8W, !J3(8 W)) let Z be a continuous {8,}adapted boundary process on the filtered probability space with p as its probability distribution. If we set 8= F [2, fi] then by (1) of Definition 1.6, (p,fi) is a solution of (1.1) with 88=Z on (8, 5, P; 8,) so that (I) is satisfied.
To verify (II) suppose ($8) and (p, 8') are two solutions on the same filtered probability space with fi= 8' and 88= 82. Then by (2) Sufficiency. Assume (I) and (II). Part (I) implies in particular that for every x E 8 W there exists a solution (2, 8) to (1.1) with 88=x on some filtered probability space. This and (II) together imply according to Theorem in [ 123 the existence of a transformation F of 8 W x W into W satisfying (F. 1 )-(F.3). According to Lemma 3.4, F and F, , defined by (3.13) for every probability measure ,u on (8 W, 23(8 W)) satisfy (l), (2) , and (3) in Definition 1.4 so that FE S(a W x W). It remains to show that F satisfies (1) and (2) of Definition 1.6.
To verify (2) of Definition 1.6, let (2, B) be a solution of (1.1) on a filtered probability space (d, $, P; 8,) and let p be the probability dis-NUALART AND YEH tribution of 82. Let (X, B) be the representation of (2, B) on the filtered probability space (Q 5, P; 5,) constructed on Q = W, x IV, as in Lemma 2.1 so that (X, B) is a solution of (1.1) on this filtered probability space. To show that X= F,, [aX, B] recall that for x E N; defined in the proof of Lemma 3.2, (X, B) is a solution of (1.1) with 8X= x on the filtered probability space (0, 5, P;,; (2) of Definition 1.6.
To verify (1) of Definition 1.6, let (8, $,?; 8,) be a filtered probability space on which an { 8, )-Brownian motion with afi = 0 exists. Let .?! be a continuous { s,}-adapted boundary process on this filtered probability space with a probability distribution ,u. By (I) there exists a solution ($@ of (1.1) with p as the probability distribution of a.%? on some filtered probability space (d, 8, P; 8,) . Thus by Lemma 2.1 there exists a solution (A', B) of (1.1) with p as the probability distribution of ax on the filtered probability space (s2,& P; 3,) constructed on 52 = W, x W, by (2.0~(2.5). Then by (2) Since (ax, B) and (2, fi) have the same probability distribution p x m, on (aWx W,, b(aWx W,)), (X, B) and (2, B) have the same probability distribution on ( W, x W, b( W, x W,)) so that (2, b) is a solution of (1.1) on (d, 8, P; 8,) . Finally, to show that &= 2, let p be the mapping of W onto aW defined by pw= wlaR; for WE W. Then from (3.17) (Po~p)[ax,~~ =p(~)=ax a.s. (P). (3.19) 
